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A reasonable charge structure for sequential questioning schemes which 
do not partition conditional state spaces, i.e., a charge structure for a lattice 
questionnaire, is proposed. The minimum average charge then is shown to 
characterize the finite state Shannon entropy. 
Ash (1965, p. 13) and Picard (1965, Chap. 3) present an interpretation of 
the Shannon entropy H(p)  = --Y~ Pi log Pi , Pi >~ O, ~.Pi = 1, i ~- 1,..., m, 
as a lower bound on the average number of "yes or no" questions required 
tO determine the unknown value x of a random variable X assuming the value 
xi with probabil itypi, i = 1 .... , m. The outlook of Cox (1961) in his amusing 
exposition of the game of "Twenty Questions" is similar. [Games of this type 
have been called "taxonomic games" by Tribus, Shannon, and Evans (1966), 
terminology which suggests biological classification possibilities.] This 
article characterizes the Shannon entropy as the minimum average charge 
achieved by a sequential questioning scheme, i.e., a (diagnostic) questionnaire, 
as it has been called by Picard (1965) and Duncan (1970). 
A questionnaire is defined by Duncan (1970) as a multiple-valued function 
Q which maps the nonempty subsets {A} of a state space O into itself with 
the following properties: 
(1) QA is a collection of nonempty subsets of A which cover A, and 
(2) the singleton sets {0} can be reached from O, i.e., there exists A 0 = O D 
A 1 D A 2 D ". D A k Such that Ai+ 1 ~ ~A i and {0} E ~A~. 
Each questionnaire ~ may be identified by its graph theoretic representation. 
A lattice questionnaire, a term introduced byPicard (1965, 1967), has a graph 
with more than one path leading to some terminal node. Thus there is at 
least one question which does not partition the set on which it acts. A lattice 
questionnaire on O = {01,02,03,04} might appear as in Fig. 1. An 
arborescence (tree) questionnaire partitions each set on which it acts. 
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Suppose now that a charge of log d is made for each question which 
partitions a set into d disjoint subsets. (Any base for the logarithm may be 
used, but base 2 is convenient.) A charge $i for determining state 0, is then 
assessed by totaling the individual question charges on the path from O to 
the terminal node {04}. A generalized noiseless coding result (see Duncan 
(1970, 1974)) states that the Shannon entropy for a finite state space provides 
a sharp lower bound on the average charge for an arborescence questionnaire, 
i.e.~ 
H(p)  = - -  EP ,  logp, ~ 2P ,6 , ,  
i = 1,..., m, where p = (Pl ,...,P~) is a probability vector. Equality holds 
for certain specific p. This result also appears in Picard (1972, Chaps. 9 and 
12). 
We now propose a charge structure for a lattice questionnaire with the 
aim of characterizing the Shannon entropy as the minimum average charge. 
Characterization requires that for each p there exists a questionnaire Q with 
average charge qual to H(p). Arborescence harges are included as a special 
case. 
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Suppose that there are m s distinct paths leading to the terminal node of 
the graph corresponding to the ith state. Disjointing these paths by separating 
common nodes creates a unique tree (arborescence) questionnaire with m i 
states replacing the original ith state. Suppose probability Pi is allotted to 
the ith state. It initially seems reasonable to assess the average charge for the 
tree questionnaire as 
qtz ~n i 
i=1  r= l  
where the P~r are restricted by 
E = Pi, 
but for the time being are otherwise arbitrary. [More general "compatible" 
trees were introduced by Picard (1967).] The {~i~} are determined by charges 
of log d for each resolution d question along the rth path to a terminal node 
associated with state O z . 
Note that since, in the lattice questionnaire, resolution d questions do not 
partition, a reduced charge seems appropriate. We make an overall charge 
reduction by modifying the charge for the first question so that the Shannon 
lower bound is achieved. First, the following definition is useful: 
DEFINITION. 
called compatible if
p}O) 
- log  = - 
/ 'V  
where 
A probability vector p(0) and a charge structure {4i,~} are 
6i =min6ir.  (2) 
Note that compatibility is based on the minimum charge path to a terminal 
node. Further, given {6~r} there exists a unique compatible vector, p(0). 
Specifically, it is easy to show that (using base 2 logarithms) 
p~O) = 2- ,~/Z2-, j  ' k = 1 ..... m. (3) 
THEOREM 1. Let the lattice questionnaire Q have the associated charge 
structure {q~ir}. Let p(O) be the compatible probability vector and let c be determined 
by 
c = log d --  yp}0)~i _ H(p(O)), (4) 
for all j ,h  = 1 .... ,m, (1) 
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where d is the resolution of the first question. Then a charge for determining the 
i-th state of (dpi -- log d) + c will maintain the Shannon lower bound for every 
p and the questionnaire will be efficient at p(O), i.e., the average questionnaire 
charge for Q at p(O) is equal to the Shannon entropy at p(O). 
Proof. For p = (Pl ,..-, Pro) an arbitrary probability vector, it is sufficient 
to show that 
Zpi(c -- log d + (~i) >~ H(p), (5) 
with equality if and only if p ~--p(o). 
Inequality (5) is equivalent to 
Z(P, -- p~0)) ¢, /> n(p)  -- H(p<°)), (6) 
by the definition of c. Now since p(0) is compatible with the charge structure, 
we have 
ZP, log p~0) + Xp,~6i = log p~) -]- Ck (k = 1,..., m), 
which in turn is equivalent to 
~(0) - ZP, log p~0) + ZP,$, ---- ZP? ) log p?) + ~/,k 9~- (7) 
But (7) is equivalent to 
E(P, -- p(O)  4, = - -XPi  logp} °) -- H(P(°)) • 
Now 
--SZp, log p~0) _ H(p<0)) >~ n(p)  -- H(p (°)) 
by the fundamental inequality of information theory. Therefore, the validity 
of (6) is affirmed and the theorem is proved. | 
The quantity c is a discounted charge, the amount of discount depending 
on the nature of the questionnaire. 
COROLLARY 1. For the charge structure of Theorem 1, 0 < c ~ log d, 
with the upper bound achieved only when the questionnaire has arboreseenee 
representation. 
Proof. The statement c > 0 is implied by 
Xp) °) log p~O) _/Xp~O)(~i < 1, 
since d >/2. But using (3) and some algebraic manipulation, this is implied 
by 
X2-'~ ~> ½. 
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But 6j >~ 1 so c > 0. The statement, c ~< log d, follows from the Shannon 
lower bound result. The fact that each arborescence questionnaire meets 
the Shannon lower bound for some probability vector p is shown by Duncan 
(1970, 1974). Then by compatibility, - - logpj  = 6~-, j = 1,..., m, and 
c = log d. | 
Let ~ be any class of questionnaires and let C(Q) be the random charge for 
Q ~ ~. The function K defined by 
K~(p) = i~  e~C(Q) (8) 
is a continuous, concave, piecewise linear function which has points of 
tangeney with the Shannon entropy function, H(p).  The number of points 
of tangency depends on the size of the class c~. For each probability vector p 
which admits an efficient questionnaire, there is a point of tangency. 
We now establish the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 2. I f  ~ is the lattice class of questionnaires, 
H(p) ---- K~(p).  (9) 
Proof. Since Kse(p) is continuous and concave, it is sufficient o demon- 
strate that given an arbitrary probability vector p with rational components, 
there exists a lattice questionnaire Q which is efficient. Now efficiency of Q 
requires that 
- l og~-  =~-~ = (n~d--n,~d)loga ( j , k  = 1 .... ,m),  (10) 
Fk  d=2 
where nia is the number of resolution d questions required by Q to determine 
0~. Then 
P~ = [ I  d"J~-"~ ( j ,  k = 1 ..... m). (11) 
Pi a=~ 
I f  p has rational components, then Pk/P~ may be expressed as r/s for some 
positive integers r and s. Then, for the sake of definiteness, the prime 
factorization theorem may be invoked to specify a unique set {nja --  nka : 
j, k = 1 .... , m, d = 2 , . ,  m}. This gives a consistent set of equations for 
na = (nla , n~a ,..., n~a), d = 2,..., m. The solutions are not unique; in fact, 
the solution set is closed under the addition of the same positive integer to 
each of the components of na • For the purpose of this proof, we can choose 
any convenient solution as long as there is one n a (d = 2 , . ,  m) which is 
nonzero. There are m-  1 arbitrary parameters. 
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Given a solution n a it is possible to construct a (nonunique) lattice 
questionnaire Q which is efficient at p. A procedure which accomplishes 
this is as follows: First ask an initial resolution m question. An arborescence 
questionnaire constructed from this "base" will then have m "pr imary" 
branches. The ith branch will lead to a subtree reserved for determining the 
ith state (i = 1 .... , m). From the ith node of the initial question, construct 
the subtree so as to have the required number of questions of each resolution 
needed to determine 0 i . Identify one of the terminal nodes of the ith subtree 
with 0~. This process will leave some of the terminal nodes unidentified. 
To rectify this, establish, in a cyclical manner, an edge from the ith node of 
the initial question (i = 1,..., m-  1) to each such terminal node in the 
(i -[- 1)st subtree; direct the ruth node of the initial question to those in the 
first subtree. [An alternative approach is possible based on the concept of 
"quasi-events" introduced by Picard (1970).] The result of this procedure 
is a lattice questionnaire having the required charge structure for efficiency 
a tp .  II 
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